ABSTRACT: Power quality issues are now considered to be essential features of successful power system due to the load, which results in a rapid increase in noise. Voltage sag is one of the hottest topics in dynamic power issues. In this paper, the short duration power quality disturbance detection method based on S-transform is chosen. The complex matrix and the amplitude matrix of the results of the S transform are used to extract waveforms to analyze the amplitude, phase jump, duration and harmonic of the disturbances of voltage sag under various circumstances. Simulation results show that the proposed detection method could detect the characteristics of voltage sag quickly and correctly.
INTRODUCTION
In all power quality problems, the voltage sag is one of most hot topics in dynamic electric energy problems. Voltage sag differs from sudden power failure, and the load is still connected to the power supply system when voltage sag occurs. Only the supply voltage suddenly drops very low. With a very short duration, special equipment is often difficult to detect transient process and determine the cause. Voltage sag has become one of the most important problems of electromagnetic interference the users face. Therefore, it has great significance to analyze the causes and occurrence category which are generated by voltage sag and develop appropriate measures for suppressing the transient phenomenon. Methods of using wavelet transform are used in reference [2, 3] . Short-time Fourier transform is used in reference [4] to identify and analyze the voltage sag disturbances sources. But short-time Fourier transform doesn't have the character of time-frequency locality so that it cannot be well applied to the voltage sag analysis of the transient phenomenon. S transform (S transform) is a time-frequency geophysics reversible analysis in the field of Stockwell who proposed in 1996. This idea is a kind of continuous wavelet transform and short-time Fourier Transform combinations and extensions. S Transform and wavelet transform has similar characteristic frequency resolution, having a frequency related to the resolution and the transformation matrix results by frequency and time-frequency image expression. Compared with the continuous wavelet transform, the result of S transform is more intuitive and easy to understand and in the high frequency part which is more detailed than the continuous wavelet transform decomposition. Therefore, S transform occurs, and it also provides a compelling analysis tools for the power system, especially the power quality disturbance analysis. In this paper, the use of S transform is to detect and analyze voltage sags.
ANALYSIS OF THE DISTURBANCE SOURCE CHARACTERISTIC VOLTAGE SAGS
Induction motor is an important grid load because its simple structure, reliable operation and so on are widely used in industry, agriculture and daily work. However, the start-up performance of the induction motor is relatively poor. When you start, the initial speed of the rotor is zero, and this has a great start on the stator current. The starting current depends on the motor type and startup mode. As the power factor decreases, the current flowing through the system impedance increases, thus the partial pressure of the system impedance increases, resulting in PCC voltage drop which is caused by voltage sags. 
And the inverse transform is:
The CWT (Continuous-time Wavelet Transform) is defined as:
The S Transform is defined as CWT with a specific mother wavelet multiplied by the phase factor, where the mother wavelet is defined as:
However, the mother wavelet in formula (4) does not satisfy the property of zero mean. In other words, the S Transform is not equal to CWT.
S transform and Fourier transform are closely linked.
Fourier and convolution theorem can be used to deduce formula (5) from the formula (1), which enables fast calculation of S Transform on the use of existing fast Fourier transform algorithm at the spectrum and frequency.
One-dimensional discrete S Transform
According to the one-dimensional continuous S Transform, discrete S Transform can be obtained by the following way: Let a continuous time series of discrete the sampled time signal, the sampling interval is T, the total number of samples is N, then the sequence of discrete Fourier transform is:
The one-dimensional discrete transform is: 
Where j, m and n = 0, 1,…, N-1. If n = 0 voice, it is equal to the constant which is defined as:
Obviously, Z transform result sampling time series is a complex time-frequency matrix (denoted as S matrix), the column vector for a moment varies with frequency distribution, and the row vector for a frequency distribution changes over time. Therefore, S matrix modulus value of a row and column element is at the appropriate frequency and amplitude of time signal S transform.
Therefore, using the signal S transform results can extract multiple time-frequency characteristics. S transform is more direct than wavelet transform with stronger anti-noise feature vector, and it is one of mathematical analysis methods that preferred a perturbation analysis. Besides, S transform has good rendering capabilities of time-frequency characteristics, and it is suitable for voltage sags and other feature extractions of transient power quality disturbance signal.
Sag detection voltage S transform

S transform realize Matlab programming
According to the basic principles of transformation, the signal is used to analyze the first discrete samples (512 samples are taken) and then subjected to one-dimensional discrete S transform. The basic steps are as follows (see Figure 2 ): 
Voltage sag detection feature quantity
Voltage sag detection feature quantity include: the magnitude of the voltage sag characteristics, the phase transition, duration and harmonic content. After the disturbance signal on the S transform section disturbance signal S transforms results for the two-dimensional complex time-frequency matrix (512×512), with an image to describe it is a time-frequency-amplitude three-dimensional map. The principle of voltage sag disturbance source detection is to choose corresponding characteristic and extract the characteristic parameter of curve.
(1) Temporary decline in the value of the detected voltage: There are two ways for the amplitude detection voltage sags: One method is to extract the S-mode baseband matrix row vector magnitude curve to obtain the corresponding time, and the second method is to give time by S matrix amplitude envelope curve, namely calculate the amplitude envelope curve voltage sag depth according to the fundamental row vector magnitude curve and time. The detection of the mutation point is by the method of voltage sag signal, and non-stationary signals have characteristic mutations in the amplitude of the mutations which will also produce wider band transient component, therefore, S-mode matrix in characterizing the signal frequency distribution and mutation will be inevitably reflected in its high frequency signals. Taking into account the impact of harmonics and noise, and then extract the fundamental frequency vector (i.e. 550Hz) from S-mode matrix row for 11 times to detect point mutations;
(4) Harmonic detection of voltage sags: We extract the frequency amplitude envelope according to S-mode matrix, and we use frequency amplitude envelope method based on the extracted waveform to detect whether they contain harmonics. If they contain harmonics, it should be calculated according to the magnitude of harmonic content.
SIMULATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Simulation
Simulink simulation and mathematical models are built in this chapter based on the method mentioned above to produce a variety of voltage sag disturbance source waveform.
Induction motor starting waveform is shown in Figure 4 : The induction motor starting can be seen according to the waveform diagram which causes a voltage sag in the literature: The process of decline with the decline in the current-voltage amplitude is gradually recovered; this process is relatively slow, and the mutation of magnitude occurs only once with no harmonic generation when the three-phase voltage sag is under the same circumstance. The balance of induction motor driving load is general, so it causes substantially symmetrical three-phase voltage sag.
Therefore, we extract the waveform according to the above characteristics of the induction motor mathematical model, and here we take only a single phase for analysis. The waveform is shown in Figure  5 : 
S transform simulation results
After separating sampling S transform from various voltage sag waveforms mentioned above, we extract various feature amounts from S-mode, S complex matrix and comparative analysis with the standard sinusoidal signal. Induction motor starting is shown in Figure 6 : 2) Voltage sag detection of phase jumps:
We can obtain the maximum value 0.1084 at 65 sampling points in solving the phase transition curve of Figure 6 (c).
3) Voltage sag detection duration: From Figure 6(d) , the mutation point in the waveform can be solved to achieve the maximum value 7.0457e-004 in the first 65 sampling points, and the mutation occurs only once.
4) Harmonic detection of voltage sags:
Through solving the frequency amplitude envelope curve from Figure 6 (f), we achieve a great value 0.4796 in the first 17 sampling points of frequency, that is, only the fundamental frequency exists, excluding harmonics.
5) It is more visual to show the results of S transform which is a two-dimensional matrix from the three-dimensional image of sampling-point frequency magnitude in Figure 6 (g).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, as the detection voltage sag S transform is regarded as the main research content, we achieve the following results:
(1) Relevant literature on the basis of various short-term power quality detection methods is analyzed and compared with S transform. The result of the disturbance signal by the S transform complex is a two-dimensional time-frequency matrix. And S transform has good characteristics capabilities.
(2) The characteristics interference source of the induction motor which causes voltage sag is analyzed, and the factors that affect voltage sag depth in induction motor starting are pointed out.
(3) A deep understanding of the basic principles of S transformation is processed. And we summarize up the method of voltage sag S transform based on feature amount analysis.
(4) We extract from the results of S transform in a waveform corresponding to the various voltage dips, phase transitions, duration and harmonic detection and analysis, and then we draw conclusions.
